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About Multi-Stakeholder Ransomware SIG

It “Takes a Village”

- Ransomware is not addressable by a single group of people.
- At a minimum:
  - Law Enforcement, Insurers, Policy Makers, Governments AND
  - National CERTs, Product SIRTs, CSIRTS (FIRST)

So...

We created A SIG to foster collective action
3 GOALS

Measure

Collect real Data and Metrics on Ransomware. To give up to date insight into it’s behaviour and evolution. Turn this into a tangible published output.

Resources

Collect, Reference and Publish Resources & Best Practices, Guides, Materials, Intelligence that can support incident responders and the FIRST Community to respond.

Listen

To Stakeholders from multiple disciplines and backgrounds. Record the perspectives - help inform policy projects.

Objective: Support Ransomware Response, mitigation, remediation, investigation, and prevention.

Customer: The FIRST Community
Ransomware - Data Service (portal.first.org)
So Far, So Good.....

Key Principle: Don’t reinvent the wheel.

SIG Meetings
- News of the week, Intel examples, latest group behaviours
- Invited Speakers / Participants - presentations
- Data project updates
- Community growth objectives

FIRST Slack Community
FIRST Best practice Guide proposals
Proposals for policy guidelines
Where next?

- Mature the data analysis project to include other contributing parties
- We want to **collect more** to **better define the problem** and to **support evidence of the actions that may be most effective**.
- The group is thinking about what **broad systemic disruptive actions** may help the reduction of harm

**Founding objective** - Write and produce deliverables that would support policy makers and other stakeholders to take effective action.

^^ We need help with this.
Find out more

Can you contribute to the SIG’s activity and goals?
First Members can join at:

Otherwise talk to one of the SIG Chairs

https://www.first.org/global/sigs/msr/
THANK YOU!